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Introduction 
The morning of November 4, 2012, marked the end of a billion-dollar startup that had only been 
started nineteen months earlier. It was not a failure, far from it. Its goal was to be shutdown by 
this date after having reelected Barack Obama for his second term as President of the United 
States. Obama for America (OFA) proved to be revolutionary not only as a political campaign, 
but also as a start-up. Over the year and a half that OFA existed, it raised over a billion dollars 
(more than half of which came from digital efforts), more than doubled President’s following on 
Twitter and Facebook, and of course beat the Republican challenger, former Governor Mitt 
Romney, by 4.6 million votes. The OFA campaign turned politics on its head and solidified the 
role that technology will play in the future of electing politicians. The fundamental difference 
between the Obama for America and Mitt Romney’s campaign was that the Obama campaign 
technologists were digital natives, pioneering technology in the political sphere, whereas 
Romney staffers were relatively technology illiterate and looked to compete against a campaign 
similar to the one Obama crafted in 2008.  !
On January 20, 2009, Barack Obama was ushered into the White House as the 44th President of 
the United States and while this day represented his first governing it was also Day One of 
preparing for the election that would take place in just under four years. The President’s 2012 
campaign didn’t officially kick off until April 2011, and when it did, Jim Messina, who would 
run the campaign, had the difficult goal of building a startup from nothing and having it fully 
operational in a short period of time. Messina had exactly nineteen months until Election Day to 
assemble the best and brightest team possible, develop an effective campaign strategy, and 
execute it.  !
In May 2011, the staff was beginning to be fully recruited. At the helm of the Digital Team was 
Teddy Goff, who would be responsible for all the user facing aspects of the campaign; the Chief 
Integration and Innovation Officer was Michael Slaby, who was in charge of the Analytics and 
Technology Teams, respectively run by Dan Wagner and Harper Reed. Teddy Goff’s team looked 
to create an in-house ad agency and Harper Reed created his own development team for the 
campaign. What proved to be so successful about this campaign was that they put aside the old 
traditional model of campaigning, behaving more like a technology startup, which the Digital 
aspects of the campaign effectively demonstrated.  !
The Challenge 
The biggest challenge that OFA faced was to build a billion-dollar technology startup in nineteen 
months that was designed to effectively fail and cease to exist at the end of it.   This was on top of 1

the fact that they had to get the President re-elected in a time of turmoil, low job-approval 
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ratings, and a general frustration with Washington felt by the American people. Team Obama had 
to outpace its 2008 fundraising goals, and it had to find a new way to leverage technology to 
mitigate the fundraising ability of the presumed Republican candidate, Mitt Romney. At the 
beginning of the endeavor they had time on their side with the Republican primary in full swing 
and the GOP facing some serious infighting that would distract from the general election efforts.  !
Organization 
One of the winning aspects of the campaign was its organizational structure. While the Romney 
campaign had one digital director who was in control of all things related to the Internet, OFA 
had effectively two, one for the customer facing side and the other for the behind-the-scenes 
work. Digital was under the leadership of Teddy Goff and Joe Rospars, and then the Technology 
and Analytics team, which focused on the backend development as well as making sure the 
campaign stayed efficient, was headed by Michael Slaby. This allowed each group to focus on 
what it needed rather than to be caught up in bureaucracy and head butting between various 
departments, although this did seem to occur a bit anyway.    2

!
The three hundred technologists that were part of the campaign came from a variety of 
backgrounds, which alone was innovative. Unlike the Romney campaign, whose small digital 
team consisted of mainly political consultants, the Obama campaign recruited from Silicon 
Valley, Madison Avenue, and its home turf of Chicago. If Messina and Slaby wanted to create a 
technology startup then it made sense to recruit technology entrepreneurs rather than your typical 
political operatives. Also, of OFA’s headquarters staff, almost 40% were digitally focused, 
whereas the Romney campaign had about half the Digital staff that the Obama team did and 
nowhere near the number of developers or analysts.   While the Obama campaign was fighting a 3

battle in 2012, it looked like the Romney campaign was still playing catch-up from 2008, rather 
than innovating new approaches to cultivate advocates.  !
Campaign Strategy 
The strategy of the technology team was to create disruptive technologies that would leave their 
Republican rivals in the dust and also to revolutionize how political campaigns would leverage 
their technology teams. The Obama campaign was able to target Mitt Romney more and focus on 
building its campaign due to the long and drawn out Republican primary period. OFA focused on 
a more micro level and looked to eliminate some of the more volatile data that comes out of 
national polling and news. This micro approach also focused on finding specific individuals to 
target as key supporters and leveraging social networks that were already in place and could be 
employed for the good of the campaign. Messina’s strategy was to hire the best and brightest, 
and more importantly bring the team in-house rather than keep them as outside consultants who 
would do one-off projects, which they still did, but all in coordination with the tech team. What 
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the Obama team saw as their opportunity was to focus on the people who weren’t necessarily 
going to vote and make sure they showed up on election day, not necessarily sway voters who 
were already planning on voting to Obama.   4

!!
Analytics Approach 
An important part of OFA’s campaign strategy was the Analytics Team headed up by Dan 
Wagner, who had previously run the DNC’s voter targeting. What Wagner’s team was able to do 
was not only predict voter turnout and the results of the election, but more importantly they also 
analyzed the campaign and focused on how to improve every aspect of how the campaign was 
running. The first aspect Analytics tackled was Battleground States, for which they predicted 
where the campaign stood nationally on each given day using aggregate data from each state. 
Instead of conducting a large national poll, the OFA team fielded 11 individual poles in contested 
states, which led to a conglomerated number extrapolated from the individual states polling. The 
area where the campaign was truly revolutionary was in developing a dynamic model that 
assigned each individual voter a score that could change day to day and proved to be an effective 
means to measure of support for the President compared to volatile public opinion polling, which 
typically showed dramatic swings. The campaign was also able to figure out various voters’ 
political affiliations through Facebook and Twitter, as well as their individual influence levels in 
order to target key social networkers who could help rally more Obama supporters. This led to 
the campaign using fewer resources to target a greater number of people, and target them more 
effectively. Using algorithms they were able to predict who people were actually friends with on 
social media and if they were already Obama supporters; if not, they received a personal message 
from one of their friends who was using the campaign’s Facebook app, which proved to be much 
more effective than the normal robocalls and outreach mail.    5

!
OFA used their analytics department to investigate how efficient each individual campaign media 
channel was in the overall picture of things. For instance, they would continually test emails and 
other messages to make sure they would be effective and big hitters rather than bombarding 
supporters with constant emails that performed mediocrely in terms of fundraising. This led to an 
average increase of $30 by individual donors, going up to $156, and leading to $690 million 
being raised solely online. This success also came out of the work done by the DevOps team, 
which was able to create tools for the digital team to implement.    6
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DevOps Approach 
The DevOps team was run by Harper Reed and his team of 50 non-politicos. This group was the 
heart of the organization, allowing all the tools that the other teams were creating and the data 
they were generating to be used across the campaign, as well as developing the back-end to 
allow for the consumer-facing Digital team to build and implement tools that were needed day to 
day. Reed’s baby of the DevOps team was the project named Narwhal, which looked to push the 
limits by merging together all the various databases available, both publicly (such as Facebook 
and Twitter) and proprietary ones from the campaign and previous Democratic campaigns. 
Narwhal did not fully come to fruition as its developers originally envisaged it. (In fact, they 
didn’t believe the technology would be fully ready until 2016, but this did not stop them from 
trying.) However, the entrepreneurial attitude of the team allowed them to develop a work 
around of sorts. DevOps put their concentration into the key parts of Narwhal, such as Facebook, 
so that they would be able to leverage some data while waiting for the whole thing to be 
released. Here, DevOps took another page out of a startup playbook - create a tool that works 
rather than one that looks sexy. This later increased the friction between the technologists and 
their other campaign counterparts, with their shorter hours and “burn the house down” attitude.    7

!
Reed’s goal for Narwhal changed with the short timeline to create an application programming 
interface (API), which would allow all the tools that were being developed over the campaign to 
effectively talk to one another. Reed and his team concentrated on creating newer tools and used 
other companies for the brute force aspects, the biggest player being Amazon and their Web 
Services (AWS). AWS gave DevOps access to a MySQL database service as well as a storage 
service, cutting out time and energy for creating backup systems and more basic infrastructure. 
Most importantly AWS saved the Campaign money as it eliminated the need to hire new 
database administrators. As Narwhal grew the team was able to divide and conquer. With the 
basic system in place, one team worked on in-house API development for the OFA staffers to 
integrate their tools (what would become Dashboard) and then the other team looked to bring in 
their vendor’s tools (which would become Stork), such as Blue State Digital and NGP VAN, both 
progressive digital firms.   8

!
Dashboard was the other innovative and truly disruptive technology that was developed. This 
system served more as front-end technology that empowered volunteers and staff more with the 
swathes of data being collected and analyzed by the campaign. Dashboard utilized the API built 
by Reed’s team to deliver users information that was pertinent to them. For instance, a veteran 
living in Tulsa would be told about his local Tulsa office as well as Veterans for Obama; he 
would be connected to these networks as well as family and friends who also were supporters. 
This created not only a valuable tool to coordinate campaign efforts, but more importantly it 
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created a community and social network that connected voters to not only the campaign and its 
ideas, but also to other people just like them. Dashboard allowed the campaign to transcend from 
its normal political domain to a lifestyle.    9

!
The final aspect of DevOps that gave it that extra edge was that its goal was to support the 
campaign as a force multiplier rather than be the make or break piece of the puzzle. While there 
were clashes between the teams, at the end of the day, DevOps was there to reinforce OFA’s 
operations. Probably the most important part of this was making sure the servers and OFA’s 
infrastructure could handle large surges and power outages at server locations. One hour with the 
website down could lead to $3 million in lost donations. In fact, a week before Hurricane Sandy, 
which slowed Amazon’s East Coast data center in Virginia, Reed’s team had conducted a 
readiness drill to tackle any worst case scenarios. This drill allowed the team to continue 
operations throughout the storm and its fallout, saving them 404 error message that would turn 
away potential donors and voters.    10

!
Digital Approach  
The front-end operations were lead by Teddy Goff and Joe Rospars, who were both veterans of 
Blue State Digital and the 2008 campaign. The Digital team not only churned out info graphics, 
ran the day-to-day operations for the website and social media accounts, but also looked to 
develop their own tools outside of DevOps to help maximize efficiency. In effect they looked to 
create a digital agency within the campaign. The Digital team was empowered by the mission - 
to deliver the best possible digital experience to voters – and that was it. They weren’t there to 
meet targets set by non-Digital teams. They operated on the philosophy of “Don’t be lame” and 
like DevOps wanted to innovate and push the limits, keeping their customers, i.e. the voters, 
constantly engaged and coming back for more content. One great example of this was the 
creation of the website RomneyTaxPlan.com, where they made jest of the Romney team’s tax 
plan. Not only did this show the creativity of the Digital team, but it also highlighted the 
continued ineptness of the Romney campaign to stay ahead in the digital realm.    11

!
Digital’s best invention came from dabbled in coding themselves, and they created the 
application Quick Donate. Quick Donate allowed users to donate to the campaign in one or two 
clicks on their smartphones and also continued the feeling of a transcendental campaign that 
DevOps had created with Dashboard. QuickDonate rectified the problem of users accessing 
content on their phones and not donating by creating this easy system that was linked to the 
content that consumers were exposed to on their phones. In fact, it led to over $115 million in 
donations, including many return donors (four times as often as other donors and three times as 
much as other donors). However, what became the greatest aspect of Quick Donate was that it 
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led to easy impulse donating and the new concept of “drunk donating”, whereby supporters as 
they were drinking would donate after receiving an email saying that OFA was falling behind 
Romney in terms of fundraising. Here again, the Campaign pushed the limits and created a 
lifestyle and community around OFA rather than just an organization and tools that led to 
winning on the all-important date in November.    12

!
Lessons Learned (for 2016) 
• Create a startup mentality/recruit entrepreneurs not just politicos 
What OFA did was to create a technology startup that hired people who were best suited for the 
individual job they were doing, not just veterans of political campaigns. By recruiting out of 
startups, the DevOps team in particular was able to be more adaptive and pragmatic than a 
typical political operative. By running the campaign in the same manner as a startup it had 
staffers focused on producing the best possible product rather than building an operation to win 
an election. That was achieved by delivering the best possible consumer experience. !
• Organize the digital team like a technology company 
The segmentation of all things technological into three team - Digital, DevOps, and Analytics –
prevented each functional are from treading on the other’s toes and to focus on producing 
products that would be developed by the best possible people for the job. While it did result in 
the occasional fight, the campaign was able to have each team better focus on what it did best: 
the technologists of DevOps concentrated on the backend while the design teams and website 
developers created a good looking consumer experience. This proved to be more effective than 
the Romney team’s approach that had jacks-of-all-trades and masters of none, which resulted in 
products that didn’t work as effectively or look as sleek. !
• Use analytics not just to understand voters, but to understand yourself 
Dan Wagner’s approach to data analysis was innovative and proved to be extremely effective. 
Using a procedure similar to that found in a private company, he looked to make the campaign 
more efficient by microanalyzing each aspect of the campaign and individual voters. This was all 
made possible with the various data integration performed by DevOps. Data scientists were able 
to focus on analysis rather than on data collection, which normally takes up a large proportion of 
the time in a small operation Analytics team. By constantly testing and tweaking messages, and 
reevaluating the campaign’s status in various states, the OFA team allocated their resources much 
more efficiently than the Romney campaign. The Obama team apportioned double the funding 
for their staff (which happened to be four times as large as the opposition) and took on fewer 
consultants, which proved to be the more effective strategy.  !
• Start the development process earlier 
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The area that OFA needed to work on was time, which is something that will be hard in the next 
presidential election. While they were able to develop their technology for longer than Romney, 
it still needed more time to allow the products to come to full fruition. Campaigns need to look to 
cut the lead time to develop products and try to anticipate future needs, while still creating a 
malleable, evolvable product. This will be difficult in 2016 for the individual candidates as both 
parties will be locked in primary elections and the candidates will not be able to allocate nearly 
the same amount of resources to development like the Obama campaign had. Ultimately, the 
National Committees and outside candidate neutral groups, such as Blue State Digital, will need 
to develop the technologies and then fully integrate them into the nominee’s campaign. It also 
means that respective National Committees should have the goal of ending the primary battles as 
soon as possible, while making sure the best candidate is still chosen and vetted by the voters. !
• Innovate don’t compete 
The final and most important lesson is to make sure that the campaign stays ahead of the curve. 
What allowed the OFA team to create a better product was that their teams focused on producing 
the best products they could rather than competing with the competition. This was due to both 
the segmentation of functional teams and the campaign’s strategy to develop disruptive 
technology that rewrite the playbook for campaigning. Clearly, these characteristics contributed 
to a unique “corporate culture” for OFA. Today, campaigns are about more than just politics. 
Thanks to OFA, they bring us closer to one of the fundamental feature of a democracy - to create 
a movement that truly touches voters. !
Conclusion 
Obama for America was able to transform political campaigns and solidify the role of digital 
media within politics. Digital did not win the election for OFA, instead it did exactly what it set 
out to do - be the force multiplier that made the campaign’s message more effective.  !
It is essential for the GOP to understand what the Obama campaign did in 2012. But, instead of 
using the Obama campaign structure as its model for 2016, the GOP should look to move past 
OFA’s techniques and develop new technologies. During the 2008 campaign, the iPhone was 
only a year old, Facebook was just taking off and Twitter was seen as a non-factor. By 2012, 
Facebook and Twitter had both exponentially grown and become heavyweights. The question is 
what will be the new thing in 2016. Republicans should not run away from technology but 
embrace it. And, in doing so embrace their future advocates and technological innovators, many 
of whom are Libertarian Millennials. !
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